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Who’s using RunMyProcess?

Unifying
the digital
experience

Connecting
the digital

supply chain

Delivering 
at digital speed

and scale

Empowering
digital

innovation

Major French broadcaster 
empowers business users and 

slashes delivery time using 
citizen development tools.

Our cloud platform and methodology enable 
fast, end-to-end digital transformation by:

Who needs it?

Connect your applications to a wide variety of people, 
systems and things using an extensive library of 

out-of-the-box connectors

Global utility secures their 
complex hybrid IT environment 

for 100k users through new 
identity processes.

Innovative digital content 
studio increases revenue by 

600% through new workflow 
and barcoding solution.

Global packaging company 
accelerates approvals and 

unlocks cheaper travel options 
with new digital process.

2 weeks 20 min
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Need some facts?
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We are digital problem solvers 

Anyone with business processes

No problem, take the journey
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Empower mobile workers and create new digital working styles using
applications that are automatically available on any device

AFTER BEFORE

We help organizations digitize and automate processes that connect
people, systems and things inside and outside the enterprise

We work with some of the world's most interesting companies to connect
processes from end-to-end and help them reach their full potential

How do we do it?

Let's break it down
Quickly solve digital problems and automate your business using a unique

combination of modelling, patterns and one-click global deployment

The results?

Deliver to anyone, anywhere

BEFORE AFTER

End-to-end digital business

Integrate new digital ecosystems

Got a digital problem?
Let's talk


